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CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES

29/5 PATRICIA A.

MRS. HENRI TEMIAKA

E. Richter - Roma

TRINITA DEI MONTI 8 - TEL. 682651/672651 - TELEX 61208

ROMA
VILLA MEDICI
HOTEL HASSLER

VIA AEREA

ROMA
Dear Emmy & Henri – Just leaving Rome for a week in Yugoslavia. Despite its well preserved ruins; Rome is a very modern city: house dirt, crowds and [[televisions?]]. However, we walked the medieval, narrow and crooked streets and followed them out to the open square always created around a pallazo and a church. Now for a different economy – or is really? Aerol

Fondly - & Anna

MR. & MRS. HENRI TEMIANKA
2915 PATRICIA AV.
LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA
U.S.A